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PREFILED TESTIMONY OF DANIEL POULIN

1. Introduction1

Q. Please state your name, occupation, and business address.2

A. My name is Daniel Poulin. I am the Program Manager for the Connecticut3

River Valley Project for Vermont Electric Power Company, Inc. and Vermont Transco4

LLC (collectively referred to as “VELCO” or the “Petitionerss”). My business address is5

366 Pinnacle Ridge Road, Rutland, Vermont 05701.6

7

Q. Please describe your education and employment background.8

A. I received my Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical Engineering from9

Northeastern University in 1989 and my Masters of Business Administration degree from10

the University of Oregon in 1999. I have been employed by VELCO since 2007. During11

my career, I have worked for a number of electric utility companies where I have held12

both engineering and management positions. Specific information regarding my work13

experience is detailed in my resume, attached as Exhibit Petitioners DAP-1.14

15

Q. Do you hold any professional licenses or certifications?16

A. Yes, I am a registered Professional Engineer in the state of Vermont.17
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Q. Have you previously provided testimony before the Vermont Public1

Service Board (“the Board”)?2

A. Yes, I provided testimony in PSB Docket No. 8205, the Georgia3

115/34.5kV Interconnection Project and in PSB Docket No. 8385, the Newport Project.4

5

2. Testimony Overview6

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony?7

A. My testimony supports the Petition for a Certificate of Public Good8

(“CPG”) pursuant to 30 V.S.A. § 248 with respect to the Connecticut River Valley9

Project (the “Project”), which consists of reconductoring and rebuilding the 115 kV line10

from Coolidge Substation to Ascutney Substation (“K31 Line”), adding a +50/-25MVAr11

reactive device adjacent to the Ascutney Substation, adding a new bay at Ascutney12

Substation to accommodate the reactive device, rebuilding the Chelsea Substation into a13

115 kV ring bus configuration, and splitting the 25MVAr capacitor bank at Hartford14

Substation into two (2) 12.5MVAr capacitor banks.15

16

I introduce the other witnesses offering testimony in support of the Project,17

provide an overview of the proposed Project’s scope, cost and schedule, and address a18

subset of the Section 248 criteria.19
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Q. Please identify each of the other witnesses on behalf of the Petitioners1

and the scope of their testimony.2

A. In support of this Petition, the Petitioners submit the prefiled testimony3

and exhibits sponsored by the following witnesses:4

Witness Subject5

Andrew McMillan Addresses the Project’s potential impacts on6

the natural environment and historic sites7

criteria.8

Hantz Presume Provides an overview of the 115 kV9

transmission system and related Project10

need; describes federal, state and regional11

planning criteria; provides a summary of12

analyses performed to evaluate potential13

transmission and non-transmission14

alternatives.15

Edward McGann Discusses the engineering and design details16

for the 115 kV and 46 kV components at17

VELCO’s Ascutney, Chelsea and Hartford18

Substations.19

William McNamara Discusses the engineering and design details20

for the K31 Line reconductoring and the21

115kV line changes associated with the22

substation work at Chelsea and Hartford23

Substations.24

25

3. The Project Overview26

Q. Please describe the proposed Project.27

A. The proposed Project addresses the need to improve local and regional28

system reliability. It includes upgrades (additions and modifications) to VELCO’s three29
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(3) existing 115 kV substations at Ascutney, Chelsea, and Hartford and to VELCO’s K311

Line. The proposed Project has four (4) components:2

3

K31 Line – Reconductor approximately 14 miles of the K31 Line. This consists4

of replacing the existing conductor with 1351 ACSS conductor. This improvement will5

allow the line to be operated at a higher temperature, which increases the current-carrying6

capacity of the line with little change to the physical appearance of the line.7

8

In addition, VELCO will be replacing the existing structures with new structures9

having essentially the same appearance and with limited exceptions, result in marginal10

increases in height to improve the safety and reliability of the line. There are two (2)11

structures that will have significant increases in height in order to eliminate the12

replacement of two (2) existing structures located within a large wetland complex. The13

details of this change are explained in Mr. McMillan’s testimony.14

15

Ascutney Substation – Install one, +50/-25 MVAr Static VAR Compensator16

(“SVC”), with Thyristor Controlled Reactors and Filter Capacitors, adjacent to the17

Ascutney Substation, and add a new bay, with three (3) new 115 kV breakers at the18

Ascutney Substation to connect the new SVC. This improvement will correct high/low19

voltage issues and provide voltage support to the system to avoid regional voltage20

collapse in the event of identified system outage scenarios.21

22
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Chelsea Substation – Rebuild the 115 kV portion of the Chelsea Substation into a1

three-breaker ring configuration. To accommodate this improvement, a new control2

building will be required and the fence line will need to be expanded. This improvement3

will allow Chelsea area load to remain in service when either of the two (2) sources4

(Hartford and Granite Substations) that connect to the Chelsea Substation lose service or5

are taken out of service in the event of a line or line associated bus contingency.6

7

In addition, while the Project is being constructed, VELCO will take advantage of8

the opportunity to perform regular condition-based maintenance at the substation9

including the replacement of some of the older components and protection and control10

equipment with new components and equipment.11

12

Hartford Substation - Reconfigure the existing 25 MVAr capacitor bank at13

VELCO’s Hartford Substation into two (2) 12.5 MVAr capacitor banks. To14

accommodate this improvement, the fence line will need to be expanded. This15

improvement will allow more operational flexibility and allow optimal use of capacitors16

and the proposed Ascutney SVC.17

18

Similar to the Chelsea Substation, while the Project is being constructed, VELCO19

will take advantage of the opportunity to perform regular condition-based maintenance at20

the Hartford Substation including the replacement of some of the older components and21

protection and control equipment with new components and equipment.22
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In addition to VELCO’s Project components, at a later date, Green Mountain1

Power (“GMP”) intends to reconductor four (4) 46 kV line sections totaling2

approximately 20 miles: the East Middlebury to Smead Road Line, the Smead Road to3

Silver Lake Line, the Taftsville to Bethel Line, and the Windsor to Taftsville Line. These4

upgrades were considered together with the Project in connection with the alternatives5

analysis reviewed with the Independent System Operator – New England (“ISO-NE”)6

and the Vermont System Planning Committee (“VSPC”) processes in the overall7

selection of the proposed solution to the reliability deficiency. The reconductoring effort8

will allow improved voltage performance and mitigate the exposure to 46 kV line9

damage due to severe overloads, which would contribute to voltage collapse. GMP will10

separately seek the Board’s approval to perform this work.11

12

Q. Please describe the condition-based upgrades at the Chelsea and13

Hartford Substations.14

A. At the Chelsea Substation, VELCO will install a spill containment system15

under the existing 115 kV/46 kV, 33.6/44.8/56 MVA transformer and replace aged16

equipment such as lightning arrestors and instrument transformers.17

18

VELCO will also replace aged 46 kV, oil filled breakers located within the19

Chelsea Substation with vacuum breakers. At the Hartford Substation, VELCO will20

install a spill containment system under the existing 115/45 kV, 33.6/44.8/56 MVA21

transformer and replace two (2) existing 46 kV, oil filled breakers with vacuum breakers.22
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In addition, VELCO will be undertaking work unrelated to the Project on behalf1

of GMP and Washington Electric Cooperative, Inc. (“WEC”) relating to the their2

facilities in the Hartford and Chelsea substations, because the work is more efficient and3

less costly if performed coincident with VELCO’s work.4

5

Mr. McGann’s testimony and exhibits provide more detail regarding these6

replacements.7

8

We wanted to bring these items to the Board’s attention because these activities9

will be undertaken while the Project is being constructed, however these items are the10

replacement of existing facilities with equivalents in the ordinary course of business, are11

not part of the solution for the reliability deficiency and, therefore, not part of the Project.12

13

Q. Please describe the relationship between the Project and the related14

GMP improvements.15

A. The Project and related GMP reconductoring improvements are necessary16

to maintain reliability in the eastern central portion of Vermont and to meet regional17

reliability needs, as further explained in Mr. Presume’s testimony. VELCO and GMP18

collaborated on the design of the Project and related GMP improvements to meet the19

present and future demand for electric service during all conditions, including those of20

equipment maintenance and failure, by enhancing the transmission, sub-transmission and21

distribution connection capabilities to meet the local area reliability needs. VELCO will22
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own and manage the proposed Project, which includes designing, constructing, operating,1

and maintaining the Project facilities and GMP will own and manage the improvements2

to GMP’s sub-transmission lines.3

4

Q. Did VELCO consider other transmission alternatives to meet the local5

and regional reliability need that the proposed Project will solve?6

A. Yes. VELCO performed an evaluation of nine (9) different transmission7

alternatives for the Project including alternative corridor routes, additional transmission8

lines and different line operating voltages and configurations. We also considered various9

alternatives for the substation upgrades and alternatives that both included and excluded10

work on GMP’s 46 kV sub-transmission system. The analysis was based on the11

methodology refined as part of PSB Docket No. 7763, the Bennington Substation Project12

and evaluated the reliability, expandability, system operability, required maintenance,13

environmental and aesthetic impact and estimated cost of the nine (9) different options.14

Our evaluation concluded that the proposed Project best meets the required need for the15

lowest estimated cost. Including GMP improvements in conjunction with this project16

allowed VELCO to avoid the need to construct a new transmission line, thereby17

mitigating additional environmental, economic and aesthetic impacts. Consistent with18

sections 6A and B of the Memorandum Of Understanding (“MOU”) for Docket 8385, the19

Newport Project, VELCO met with the Public Service Department (“DPS”) to review the20

alternatives evaluation for the Project with the objective of soliciting feedback and21

comments regarding the Project as well as the overall transmission alternatives evaluation22
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methodology. A summary of the alternative analysis is provided as Exhibit Petitioners1

DAP-2. Mr. Presume addresses non-transmission analyses in connection with the2

Project.3

4

Q. Does the Project include the transfer of any real estate?5

A. Yes. As part of the Project, VELCO will sell GMP the land associated6

with the footprint of the GMP distribution substation that is contained within the existing7

fence at the Chelsea Substation. VELCO will also need to acquire additional property8

adjacent to the Ascutney Substation from Neil H. Daniel’s Inc. to accommodate the SVC.9

10

4. Estimated Project Cost11

Q. Please describe the approach for developing the Project cost estimate.12

A. The Project cost estimate was developed using the standard methodology13

that VELCO has used in previous projects, which is based on ISO-NE Planning14

Procedure #4, a regional document that serves as a guide on the development of estimates15

for utility projects in New England. Our standard methodology starts with identifying the16

resources required to plan, design and construct the four (4) previously described Project17

elements by utilizing seven (7) resource categories to establish the total direct and18

indirect cost for each Project element. The resource categories are material, labor,19

equipment, indirect, applicable escalation, capital interest and contingency. In20

conformance with 6A and B of the Docket 8385 MOU, VELCO is collaborating with the21

DPS regarding the cost estimating methodology identified above.22
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Q. Please summarize the process used to develop the Project’s direct and1

indirect costs.2

A. The direct costs were developed utilizing cost data from recently3

completed VELCO projects or from VELCO projects that are currently in progress.4

Where actual VELCO cost data was not available, estimated cost data from vendors was5

used. Labor, material and equipment costs were estimated using the preliminary6

detailed designs discussed in Mr. McGann’s and Mr. McNamara’s testimonies. The7

detailed line items for each Project element were estimated into sub-categories following8

the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) code chart of accounts.9

Developing the cost estimates by FERC code enhances VELCO’s ability to track costs in10

a manner consistent with the reporting format of actual costs as required by FERC. Also,11

escalation costs can be more accurately calculated by applying forecasted values from the12

Handy-Whitman cost index to the estimated costs by FERC code.13

14

The indirect costs are the costs of the resources required to support the completion15

of the Project and include: Engineering and Design; Operations; Planning;16

Communications; Environmental Engineering; Archeological Studies; Noise Studies;17

Field Surveys; Impact Mitigation; Aesthetic Impact; Legal Expenses; Regulatory18

Permitting and Filings; Administrative Overheads; Mobilization and Demobilization;19

Project Management; Construction Supervision; and Project Administration.20

21
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The estimated indirect costs of project support services are based on the number1

of people and hours (level of effort) required to support the particular function as well as2

outsourced consulting services for each resource category (i.e. archeology studies,3

engineering and surveying, etc.).4

5

Escalation costs were developed utilizing an anticipated 2015-2018 spending plan6

and projected Handy-Whitman Index and the Consumer Price Index (“CPI”).7

8

Capital interest (indirect cost during construction) at an annual rate of9

approximately 8.5% was also included. The capital interest rate is typically based on10

VELCO’s credit rating and is subject to change based on the financial market conditions.11

12

Finally, the Project cost estimate also includes a contingency of 15% due to the13

preliminary nature of the designs and the uncertainty and risk associated with the level of14

Project definition.15

16

Q. What is the total cost estimate for the Project based on the various17

cost elements and resource categories described?18

A. The total cost of the Project, including retirements is estimated to be19

$122,505,535. The total estimate is comprised of $56,704,976 direct costs, $34,268,80620

indirect costs, $6,538,055 in escalation, $9,014,715 in capital interest, and $15,978,98121
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contingency. Please refer to Exhibit Petitioners DAP-3 for a cost summary by resource1

category and Project element.2

3

Q. What is the basis for the substation direct cost estimate?4

A. The direct cost estimate for the substation portions of the Project is based5

on the One Line Diagram and General Arrangement Plans as presented in Mr. McGann’s6

testimony and exhibits.7

8

Q. What is the basis for the transmission line direct cost estimate?9

A. The direct cost estimate for the transmission line portion of the Project is10

based on the Plan and Profile Plans as presented in Mr. McNamara’s testimony and11

exhibits.12

13

Q. How were risk elements addressed in the cost estimate?14

A. Consistent with standard project management practices that are recognized15

by organizations such as the Project Management Institute (“PMI”), the contingency16

allowance was included in the estimate to account for Project risks. These risk elements17

include the Project duration, level of certainty regarding ground condition for below-18

grade work, structure location, access to the ROW, required aesthetic, environmental, and19

archeology mitigation measures, volatility regarding escalation rate and potential20

resource constraints at the anticipated time of construction. As indicated above, a21
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contingency of 15% was applied to the total estimated cost, based on the current level of1

Project definition.2

3

Q. How are the costs of the Project upgrades expected to be allocated?4

A. Exhibit Petitioners DAP-3 identifies the expected allocation of Project5

costs. As indicated, a significant portion is expected to meet the definition of a Pool6

Transmission Facilities (“PTF”) and therefore will be supported on a New England-wide7

basis. Vermont will be responsible for its load ratio share of the regionalized PTF costs8

as well as the Non-PTF portion. Presently, Vermont’s load ratio share of regional costs9

is approximately 4%. The Other (Retirement) category reflects the costs of taking out of10

service those facilities replaced by Project facilities (such as replaced transmission poles).11

The costs associated with the retirement of these assets (dismantling and removal) are12

charged to VELCO’s depreciation expense account in accordance to FERC’s Uniform13

System of Accounts for Public Utilities. GMP and WEC Exclusive costs are directly14

assigned to those utilities under the VELCO 1991 Transmission Agreement. The costs15

for GMP’s reconductoring of its lines described above are not reflected in the cost16

estimate.17

18

We expect to bring the PTF costs before the ISO-NE Reliability Committee19

(“RC”) in the last quarter of 2016 after receipt of the Project permits. The RC advises the20

ISO-NE on allocation of costs for projects eligible for regional treatment. The RC will21

vote on whether to approve regional cost treatment of all eligible Project elements22
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following full review of the Project and its costs. The ISO-NE will then issue a1

determination letter addressing treatment of costs within a few months following the2

vote. ISO-NE has consistently confirmed PTF cost treatment when recommended by the3

RC.4

5

5. The Project Schedule6

Q. What is the schedule for the Project?7

A. We expect to begin construction of the Project as soon as possible after8

receiving the required permits and approvals. Currently, the estimated Project9

construction schedule extends from the third quarter of 2016 through the second quarter10

of 2018. This schedule assumes receipt of a CPG by the beginning of September 2016.11

A failure to achieve this schedule will likely have adverse impacts on the Project12

commissioning dates and overall Project cost. A Project milestone schedule is presented13

in Exhibit Petitioners DAP-4.14

15

It is proposed that construction will take place between 7:00 A.M. and 7:00 P.M.16

Monday through Friday, and between 8:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M. on Saturdays. No17

construction will take place on Sundays or state or federal holidays. VELCO requests18

that these restrictions not apply to construction activities that VELCO must perform19

during any required outages that may be needed to maintain system reliability or required20

by other permits, for example the I-91Interstate crossing permit.21

22
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6. Orderly Development & Public Outreach [30 V.S.A. § 248(b)(1)] & [Docket1

No. 7081]2

Q. Has the Project development conformed to the transmission planning3

requirements approved in the Docket No. 7081 Memorandum of Understanding4

(MOU)?5

A. Yes. VELCO has presented and discussed the Project information with the6

VSPC at each of its quarterly meetings beginning in March 2013, in order to keep VSPC7

members aware of the need for the Project and related developments. Excerpts of8

Meeting Minutes are included in Exhibit Petitioners DAP-5. VELCO performed the9

non-transmission alternative (“NTA”) screening analysis as required in the MOU and10

discussed the results at VSPC meetings. As noted above, Mr. Presume’s testimony11

addresses the NTA process and analysis.12

13

Q. Please describe VELCO’s public outreach efforts related to this14

Project.15

A. VELCO designed the public outreach efforts to meet the requirements of16

the Docket No. 7081 MOU. VELCO’s public outreach efforts for the Project began in17

2013 with a discussion at the March 13, 2013 VSPC meeting. In the third and fourth18

quarters of 2013, VELCO presented an overview of the Project and potential options19

being considered to the Weathersfield Select Board & Planning Commission, the Two20

Rivers - Ottauquechee Regional Planning Commission, the Southern Windsor County21

Regional Planning Commission, the Cavendish Select Board & Planning Commission22
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and the Chelsea Select Board. Attached as Exhibit Petitioners DAP-6 is the material1

presented to the Chelsea Select Board which is representative of what was presented at2

each of the other meetings. In the fourth quarter of 2014 and the first and second quarters3

of 2015, after VELCO had refined the Project and determined the preferred design4

option, presentations were made to the Weathersfield Select Board and Planning5

Commission, the Southern Windsor County Regional Planning Commission, the Hartford6

Select Board & Planning Commission, the Cavendish Select Board and Planning7

Commission and the Chelsea Select Board to ensure awareness of the Project and to8

discuss any concerns local officials might have. Attached as Exhibit Petitioners DAP-79

is the material presented at the Southern Windsor County Regional Planning Commission10

which is representative of what was presented at each of the other meetings. During the11

second quarter of 2015, public meetings were held in the towns of Weathersfield,12

Cavendish, Chelsea, and Hartford to present the Project, to provide stakeholders with an13

opportunity for face-to-face interaction with VELCO staff and to provide an opportunity14

for them to ask questions and provide feedback. Attached as Exhibit Petitioners DAP-815

is the material presented at the Cavendish Public Meeting which is representative of what16

was presented at each of the other meetings. The meetings were held on weekday17

evenings for the convenience of the interested persons. Prior to the meeting, notices were18

published in the Randolph Herald, Rutland Herald, Valley News and Vermont Journal,19

and posted on VELCO’s website and Facebook page. In addition, personal letters of20

invitation were sent to adjoining landowners. VELCO offered various means for21

comments, including phone, email and an on-line contact form at the VELCO web site.22
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On July, 1 2015, VELCO provided the so-called 45 day notice under 30 V.S.A. §1

248(f) to town select boards, regional planning commissions, the DPS and the Agency of2

Natural Resources (“ANR”). The Two Rivers - Ottauquechee Regional Commission, the3

Hartford Planning Commission and the Chelsea, Cavendish and Ludlow Select Boards all4

provided letters of support for the Project. A copy of the letters of support are included5

as Exhibit Petitioners DAP-9.6

7

Q. How did VELCO address the comments and input that were received8

from the public outreach efforts?9

A. VELCO has responded to specific questions from the public through email10

correspondence, telephone conversations and face-to-face meetings and met with several11

landowners at various locations along the proposed construction route to help them12

understand specific design elements or proposed access locations. VELCO also provided13

Electromagnetic Field (“EMF”) measurements and answered questions for several14

landowners along the K31 transmission line route who requested information about EMF15

levels at their homes. VELCO will continue to ensure that affected and interested16

stakeholders are informed. Public outreach efforts include, but are not limited to,17

telephone calls, response to local community inquiries, meetings with landowners and18

media coverage. VELCO has maintained and will continue updating materials related to19

the Project on its website.20
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Q. Have you reviewed the town and regional plans?1

A. Yes. I have reviewed the town plans for the towns of Cavendish, Chelsea,2

Hartford, and Weathersfield, and the Regional Plans for the Southern Windsor County3

Regional Planning Commission (“SWCRPC”) and the Two Rivers - Ottauquechee4

Regional Planning Commission. Excerpts from the town plans and regional plans are5

included with my testimony as Exhibits Petitioners DAP-10 through DAP-15,6

respectively.7

8

Q. Please identify and address provisions of any of the town plans or the9

regional plans that are relevant to this Project.10

A. The last chapter of the Weathersfield Town Plan contains a discussion of11

utilities and facilities, including electric utility facilities. Specifically, the plan includes12

the following recommendations at pages 85 and 86 relating to electric utility facilities:13

1. Future utility expansions should occur only when proven necessary.14

Natural and cultural resource areas shall be avoided, wherever possible, in15

the location or routing of new substation or transmission facilities.16

17

2. Underground placement of electric distribution lines where possible and18

economically practical are encouraged in order to promote the19

enhancement of the area. The use of wood support structures, appropriate20

conductor colors for the background, and landscape compatibility21

techniques are encouraged.22

23

3. Siting of new electrical transmission facilities should minimize public24

EMF exposure in areas presently developed or planned for future25

development. Public exposure to EMF should not be increased where a26

practicable alternative exists.27

28
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4. Because transmission lines disfigure the landscape, particularly where1

they cross ridges, no lines should be constructed except within current2

transmission corridor rights-of-way. Existing corridors should be3

maintained to minimize soil erosion, maximize wildlife habitat, and be4

landscaped to minimize impacts on scenic and aesthetic qualities of the5

landscape. Application of biocides within utility corridors should be6

performed in strict accordance to State regulations.7

8

5. In the siting of electrical generating and transmission facilities, every9

practicable attempt should be made to minimize impacts on scenic and10

aesthetic resources. Placement of these facilities should be evaluated in11

terms of their impact on the overall environment.12

13

The Town of Cavendish discusses electric utilities in its town plan and identifies14

the following policies regarding electric utilities in its plan at page 23:15

1. Provide residents with safe, effective and efficient electric utility services at16

reasonable rates.17

18

2. Utility lines should be placed in areas designated for growth.19

20

3. New utility lines should be placed along corridors whenever possible;21

multipurpose use of utility corridors is encouraged.22

23

4. The location or relocation shall not have a negative impact upon aesthetic and24

natural resources.25

26

5. Encourage common use of utility poles for telephone, electric, cable and fiber27

optic lines.28

29

6. The town encourages the installation of underground utility lines for new30

construction.31

32

7. For the relocation of existing overhead lines to areas where no existing lines33

exist these lines shall be installed underground.34

35
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The Town of Chelsea discusses electric utilities in its town plan at page 88 stating1

that:2

For all energy generation facilities, the following policies shall be considered:3

4

1. Prohibited Locations: Because of their distinctive natural, historic or5

scenic value, energy facility development shall be excluded from the following6

areas:7

a. Floodways shown on FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps8

b. Fluvial erosion hazard areas shown on Fluvial Erosion Hazard9

Area maps10

c. Wetlands as indicated on Vermont State Wetlands Inventory maps11

c. Rare, threatened or endangered species habitat or communities12

13

2. Significant Areas: All new generation, transmission, and distribution14

facilities shall be sited and designed to avoid or, if no other reasonable alternative15

exists, to otherwise minimize and mitigate adverse impacts to the following:16

a. Historical districts, landmarks, sites and structures listed, or17

eligible for listing, on state or national registers.18

b. Public parks and recreation areas, including state and municipal19

parks, forests and trail networks20

c. Municipally designated scenic roads and viewsheds21

d. Special flood hazard areas identified by National Flood Insurance22

Program maps23

e. Public and private drinking water supplies, including mapped24

source protection areas25

f. Necessary wildlife habitat identified by the state or through26

analysis, including core habitat areas, migration and travel27

corridors.28

29

3. Natural Resource Protection: New generation and transmission facilities30

must be sited to avoid the fragmentation of, and undue adverse impacts to the31

town’s working landscape, including large tracts of undeveloped forestland and32

core forest habitat areas, open farm land, and primary agricultural soils33

mapped by the U.S. Natural Resource Conservation Service.34

35

4. Protection of Wildlife: Designers must gather information about natural36
and wildlife habitats that exist in the project area and take measures to avoid any37
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undue adverse impact on the resource. Consideration shall be given to the effects1
of the project on: natural communities, wildlife residing in the area and their2
migratory routes; the impacts of human activities at or near habitat areas; and any3
loss of vegetative cover or food sources for critical habitats.4

5
5. Site Selection: Site selection should not be limited to generation facilities6
alone; other elements of the facility need to be considered as well. These include7
access roads, site clearing, onsite power lines, substations, lighting, and off-site8
power lines. Development of these elements shall be done in such a way as to9
minimize any negative impacts. Unnecessary site clearing and highly visible10
roadways can have greater visual impacts than the energy generation facility11
itself. In planning for facilities, designers should take steps to mitigate their12
impact on natural, scenic and historic resources and improve the harmony with13
their surroundings.14

15
The Chelsea plan also identifies the following policy regarding transmission16

facilities its plan at page 93:17

Any commercial energy generation or transmission facility proposed in Chelsea18
must be developed so as to avoid negative impacts on the rural character of the19
surrounding area. Developers should make all possible efforts to minimize20
damage to important natural areas as identified in the Natural Resource section of21
this Town Plan. Additionally, such facilities should be located as close to existing22
roads as possible to avoid any increase in the services provided by the town.23

24
The Town of Hartford states in its town plan at page 263 that the goals of the25

Hartford Energy Plan include:26

1. To ensure that energy supplies will be reliable, affordable and27
environmentally sound28

29
2. To promote least-cost planning, or life-cycle costing, which considers all costs30

of energy production and use, including environmental and social costs31
32

The SWCRPC Plan at 132 states that prior to the construction of additional or33

upgraded transmission lines or facilities, a utility “should demonstrate that such public34

investments have maximized demand management, increase energy efficiency and35

promote energy conservation.” The SWCRPC recommends at pages 50 and 51 that:36
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1. Location and expansion of utilities and facilities should occur in areas best1
able to serve the public interest with the fewest negative side effects.2

2. Expansion of utilities and facilities should result from a cooperative effort3
between municipalities, the RPC, and other related organizations.4

3. Local efforts to address long-term utility and facility needs in a capital5
improvement plan, program, or budget should be supported.6

4. Multipurpose use of existing utility corridors and placement of new lines or7
extensions in existing corridors is encouraged wherever possible.8

5. Town efforts to minimize the aesthetic impacts of utility/facility development9
should be supported.10

11
The Two Rivers – Ottauquechee Regional Plan states at 257 that its policy12

regarding energy is to “actively support partnerships, strategies and state and federal13

legislation that will ensure the affordable, reliable and sustainable production and14

delivery of electrical power to the region” and that the “regional Commission will15

participate in long-range utility planning and development to ensure that local energy,16

resource conservation and development objectives are identified and considered in future17

utility development” and “to participate in the Public Service Board’s review of new and18

expanded generation and transmission facilities to ensure that local energy, resource19

conservation and development objectives are identified and considered in future utility20

development. In addition, the Two Rivers – Ottauquechee Regional Plan states at 25721

that:22

Prior to the construction of additional or upgraded transmission or distribution23
lines or related facilities, utilities must demonstrate that such public investments24
are justified to improve efficiency and is not inconsistent with the goal it increase25
energy conservation for the consumer. In the consideration of the public benefit26
resulting from such investments, full consideration of the associated external costs27
must be relocated in any decision. Prior to the acceptance or acknowledgement of28
any new energy source or facility development affecting the region, full29
community and technical review is required to enable objective analysis of the30
positive and negative economic, social, aesthetic, and environmental impact31
associated with the project.32

33
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In selecting the locations for the upgrades proposed in the Project, VELCO has1

considered the goals of the town and regional plans quoted above. Specifically, this2

Project will utilize existing transmission corridors and substation sites, is consistent with3

the accompanying land uses and land use designation of the Towns, and minimizes4

impacts to aesthetics and natural resources. In addition, Mr. Presume’s prefiled5

testimony and exhibits support findings that this Project is needed to supply regional not6

local electric reliability needs, and that such needs could not be better addressed through7

alternative means, such as energy efficiency. Finally, with respect to safety, as explained8

in the prefiled testimony of Mr. McGann and Mr. McNamara, the VELCO substations9

and lines involved in this Project, will be designed, constructed and operated in10

accordance with applicable federal, state and industry safety guidelines and standards.11

12

Q. The above quoted language of the Weathersfield Town Plan speaks to13

minimizing EMF exposure. Can you please address that?14

A. In past orders, the Board has required utilities to use “Prudent Avoidance”15

in the siting of transmission lines as a minimization approach for EMF. The Project will16

utilize the existing 115 kV transmission corridor and will not be adding additional17

structures in that corridor. This approach largely avoids exposing developed areas to new18

transmission line circuits. The Project transmission corridor and structures have been in19

place since the late 1950’s and already existed when most of the land adjacent to the20

corridor was developed. Furthermore, VELCO hired Dr. Peter Valberg, a Principle at21

Gradient, Inc., and an expert in the field of EMF, to review the proposed changes to the22
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K31 Line and assess their impact on the EMFs and their effect on public safety. Dr.1

Valberg previously provided testimony on behalf of VELCO in PSB Docket No. 7314,2

the East Avenue Loop Project and in PSB Docket No. 6860, the Northwest Vermont3

Reliability Project. Upon completion of his review, Dr. Valberg concluded that “all of4

the post-project modeled electric and magnetic field values fall well below the ICNIRP5

60-Hz EMF guideline limit values for continuous public exposure (2,000 mG and 4.26

kV/m; ICNIRP, 2010), and all electric and magnetic field values are also below the MA-7

EFSB guideline values for the edge of a transmission-line ROW (85 mG and 1.8 kV/m).8

Overall, there is no expectation of adverse health effects due to the EMF changes caused9

by the proposed project interconnect transmission line”. Dr. Valberg’s complete report is10

attached as Exhibit Petitioners DAP-16.11

12

Q. Will the Project unduly interfere with the orderly development of the13

region?14

A. No. The Project will have a favorable impact on the orderly development15

of the region in that it will improve the reliability of the region’s existing electrical16

supply while not adversely impacting the environment or aesthetics. The proposed17

VELCO components are consistent with the Town and Regional Plans for those towns18

associated with the Project.19
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7. Economic Benefit to the State [30 V.S.A. § 248(b)(4)]1

Q. Will the Project result in an economic benefit to the State?2

A. Yes. This project creates economic and safety benefits for the citizens of3

Vermont because it is the least-cost alternative to resolve the identified reliability needs.4

By improving the reliability of the electrical system in the study area, the Project will5

minimize the costs and public safety problems associated with power outages. The6

Project will also increase property tax revenues based on the capital investment required7

for the required upgrades. Additionally, there will be some local economic benefits8

associated with engaging local businesses and contractors during the construction phase9

of the Project.10

11

8. Noise, Public Health and Safety [30 V.S.A. § 248(b)(5)]12

Q. Have you evaluated the noise impacts of the proposed equipment at13

these sites?14

A. Yes. VELCO retained Resource System Group, Inc. (“RSG”) to conduct a15

preconstruction sound monitoring study at the Ascutney, Chelsea, and Hartford16

Substations and modeling of postconstruction sound levels at Ascutney and Hartford17

Substations (Chelsea sound levels are not expected to change). The results of which are18

presented in Exhibit Petitioners DAP-18, 19 and 20. The reports for the Chelsea and19

Hartford Substations each conclude that the proposed changes to the substations as part20

of the Project “will not change the character of the area, and will thus not create an undue21

adverse impact on the surrounding area due to noise”. The report for the Ascutney SVC22
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concludes that “the addition of the Static VAR Compensator, with appropriate mitigation1

designed to meet the Project noise goals, will not create an undue adverse impact on the2

surrounding area due to noise.”3

4

Q. Will any of the aspects of the Project have an impact on noise?5

A. The Project and the maintenance work will include the addition of new6

equipment and the replacement of old equipment at or adjacent to the Chelsea, Hartford,7

and Ascutney Substations. As indicated, the proposed equipment upgrades at the Chelsea8

Substation are not expected to produce substantial audible noise. Therefore, sound levels9

are not expected to change at the Chelsea substation fence. At the Hartford Substation,10

the existing 25 MVAr capacitor bank will be split into two (2) 12.5 MVAr capacitor11

banks. The audible noise that the new capacitor banks are expected to produce will be12

comparable to the audible noise that the existing capacitor banks produce. Therefore,13

sound level changes are expected to be less than 1dBA at the Hartford substation. The14

Ascutney SVC addition includes the installation of a new transformer, cooling system,15

capacitor banks and reactors on the property adjacent to the existing Ascutney Substation.16

Sound propagation modeling used the following noise goals: o45 dBA nighttime along17

residential property lines, 60 dBA along other property lines, and 40 dBA nighttime, measured18

outside any residence, for all sound that is continuous (8,760 hours/year) or tonal. Sound19

propagation modeling indicates 40 dBA (1 hr Leq) at the worst case residence and 4420

dBA (1 hr Leq) at the worst case residential property line (both with transformer fans on21

and off). Information provided by the potential manufacturers of the SVC device22
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indicates that sound levels for the new SVC could be 70 dBA at the fence of the new1

SVC yard. After the manufacturer of the SVC device has been selected, VELCO will2

work with them to develop a design with the objective of meeting the line noise standard3

included in the Town of Weathersfield’s Objectionable Noise Ordinance, attached as4

Exhibit Petitioners DAP-17, and as referenced in PSB Docket No. 7751, the Ascutney5

Substation Project.6

7

Q. Please describe the type of steps that could be taken to mitigate the8

sound produced from the proposed SVC.9

A. The layout of the equipment and buildings in the yard as well as the10

topography of the yard can be arranged in a way that shields or absorbs sound. In11

addition, there are mechanical methods to reduce sound such as sound walls and12

equipment shrouds that can be used to hamper noise.13

14

Q. Will the Project have any adverse effects on the health, safety, or15

welfare of the public or adjoining landowners?16

A. No. VELCO will design and construct the Project in accordance with17

National Electric Safety Code requirements. VELCO will adhere to prudent utility18

construction practices throughout the construction phase and the Project will not19

endanger the public or adjoining landowners. The substations will be fenced in at all20

times during and after construction to protect against unauthorized access to the high21

voltage substation. VELCO will operate and maintain the substations and transmission22
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lines in the same, safe manner that the company operates and maintains all of its1

facilities. In addition, once commissioned, the Project will reduce the risk of widespread2

blackouts, which present serious risks to public health and safety.3

4

Q. Will construction of the Project require blasting?5

A. Yes, it is expected that blasting will be required at Hartford Substation and6

possibly at the Chelsea Substation during the course of construction. Soil boring analysis7

is currently underway which will determine the need. During all blasting activities,8

VELCO will adhere to its blasting management plan submitted as Exhibit Petitioners9

DAP-21.10

11

9. Aesthetics [30 V.S.A. § 248(b)(5)]12

Q. Will the Project adversely impact aesthetics?13

A. No. VELCO retained T.J. Boyle Associates (“Boyle”) to review and14

assess any potential impact associated with the substation and transmission line15

components of the Project. Boyle’s findings are presented in Exhibit Petitioners DAP-16

22 – 22d (Aesthetic Analysis Report). The Report concludes that the Project upgrades17

will result in a limited increase in visibility of the electrical transmission infrastructure18

from surrounding public vantage points. The report also provides a proposed planting19

mitigation plan, which is presented in Exhibit Petitioners DAP-22b. VELCO will20

continue to work collaboratively with the adjacent property owners to implement a21

mitigation plan that is effective and satisfactory. In general, proposed upgrades to the22
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K31 transmission line will equate to a one-for-one replacement of existing transmission1

line structures. Replacements will be of similar design and color, with limited height2

increases to most structures. The proposed expansions to the three (3) existing3

substations will have limited visibility from surrounding areas. Based on their review of4

the plans, Boyle does not believe the Project to result in an undue adverse impact on5

aesthetics and scenic and natural beauty of the areas in which the Project is located.6

7

Q. Can you please describe the tree removal and clearing necessary for8

the Project?9

A. At the Ascutney and Chelsea Substations, VELCO will remove trees in10

accordance with the Project’s tree clearing plans, which detail the trees to be removed.11

See Exhibit Petitioners DAP-23 and 24. In addition, there may be limited tree trimming12

at the designated access points along the K31 corridor to ensure safe passage of13

personnel, equipment, and material. However, there will be no additional utility line14

corridor tree clearing specifically for the Project. Although the Project does not involve15

any widening of the existing corridor which VELCO manages as part of regular16

vegetation maintenance, general mowing and cutting of vegetation may occur within the17

150’ wide corridor in preparation for construction activities. All vegetation management18

work will be performed in accordance with VELCO’s Transmission Vegetation19

Management Plan (“TVMP”). The TVMP is attached as Exhibit Petitioners DAP-25.20
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10. Compliance with Vermont Electric Energy Plan [30 V.S.A. § 248(b)(7)]1

Q. Are the VELCO components of the Project consistent with the2

Twenty–Year Electric Plan?3

A. Yes. Vermont’s Twenty-Year Electric Plan (“the Plan”) sets forth several4

basic objectives that must be satisfied in serving the public interest. See Plan Section 1.2.5

The Plan seeks to ensure grid reliability. The Plan also strives to maintain a safe,6

reliable, affordable and environmentally sound energy supply. Similarly, the Plan7

recognizes statutory goals in which Vermont meets its energy service needs in a manner8

that is adequate, reliable, secure, and sustainable and that assures affordability. The9

Project strikes the proper balance between each of these objectives. Specifically,10

VELCO has proposed a Project that restores and maintains system reliability. Moreover,11

the proposed upgrade to the existing transmission line within the existing corridors results12

in no additional transmission line within the corridor and limits the environmental impact13

of the Project.14

15

Additionally, the proposed Ascutney SVC, the proposed Chelsea Substation16

expansion, and the Hartford Substation reconfiguration will all be adjacent to existing17

facilities within existing transmission corridors and limit the environmental impacts of18

the Project. By letter dated September 25, 2015, VELCO has asked the Department of19

Public Service for a determination under 30 V.S.A. §202(f) that the Project is consistent20

with the Plan.21

22
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11. Transportation Systems/Traffic [10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(5)]1

Q. Will the Project cause unreasonable congestion or unsafe conditions2

with respect to use of the highways, waterways, airports, or airways, or other means3

of transportation existing or proposed?4

A. No. VELCO does not expect long-term traffic impacts from the Project5

and only minor short-term traffic impacts due to pulling of conductor across roadways6

and deliveries of Project equipment to the substation and transmission line sites during7

the construction period (expected to be from September 2016 to May 2018). Such8

deliveries will use existing roads with vehicles that are commonly used on public roads.9

During delivery of any large equipment VELCO will employ the services of traffic10

control personnel to manage traffic flow and enable emergency response vehicles to get11

to and from where they need to go. VELCO will obtain all required highway crossing12

permits.13

14

Q. Will railway transportation be affected by the Project?15

A. No. Railway transportation is not anticipated to be impacted by this16

Project.17

18

Q. Will the transmission line impact waterway transportation?19

A. No.20

21
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Q. Will the Petitioners be using lay-down areas for material staging and1

storage?2

A. Yes. VELCO plans to use two lay-down areas during construction of the3

transmission line component of the Project. One located on Route 131 in Weathersfield,4

is known as Cersosimo’s Amsden Gravel Pit. The other is located on Gulf Road near the5

intersection of Gulf Road and Route 131 in Weathersfield. These laydowns have been6

assessed for environmental and historic sites and are addressed in Mr. McMillan’s7

testimony. VELCO will use the existing and/or purchased substation parcels to stage any8

material needed during construction of the substation components of the Project.9

10

12. Educational & Municipal Services [10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(6)&(7)]11

Q. What impact will the Project have on educational and municipal12

services?13

A. The Project is not anticipated to have any impact on educational or14

municipal services.15

16

13. Development Affecting Public Investments [10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(9)(K)]17

Q. What impact will the Project have on public investment in a public18

resource?19

A. The Project will not unnecessarily or unreasonably endanger any public or20

quasi-public investment in any facility, service, or lands, or materially jeopardize or21
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interfere with the function, efficiency or safety of, or the public’s use or enjoyment of, or1

access to any facility, service or lands.2

3

14. Conclusion4

Q. Does this conclude your testimony at this time?5

A. Yes, it does.⋅6


